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ABOUT THE SERIES
Lele and her best friends Cleo and Elif have founded a secret club. Their headquarters is on the green roof of an apartment building, and they are interested in urban gardening. In addition to the girls’ club there is also a boys’ club, the Kings. The children experience friendship and adventure. In addition to the exciting stories, readers will enjoy creative pages where they can doodle, take notes, or fill in lists.

CONTENT
Every secret club needs an ultra-secret headquarters, including that of Lele and her best friends, Cleo and Elif. When the boys group the “Kings” discover the girls’ hiding spot on the roof and even spy on them with a drone, they just have to do something about it. In the process the neighbor’s dog goes missing, and in the end, they are only able to find Tiffi again when the girls and boys join forces and work together.
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